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英文 
(B)1. My brother     the Professional Baseball League for two years. 

(A) has been in (B) has entered (C) has taken part in (D) has joined into 
(C)2. They asked me to have a drink with them. I said that it was at least ten years since I     a good 

drink. 
(A) was enjoying (B) had enjoyed (C) enjoyed (D) had been enjoying 

(A)3. Joe was disappointed that most of the guests     when he     at the party. 
(A) had left; arrived (B) left; arrived (C) left; had arrived (D) had left; had arrived 

(B)4. The microphone went dead while the narrator     the cast. 
(A) was introduced (B) was introducing (C) has been introducing (D) had introduced 

(A)5. This is the movie that I     last week. 
(A) watched (B) watch (C) have watched  (D) had watched 

(D)6. The Great Wall in China     to the body of a dragon. 
(A) has compared (B) is like (C) in comparison with (D) has been compared 

(C)7. Since Darwin’s time, the theory of natural selection    . 
(A) was debated and was tested (B) has debated and was tested (C) has been debated and tested 
(D) has been debated and being tested 

(D)8. Robert has been here    . 
(A) after 1966 (B) in 1966 (C) for 1966 (D) since 1966 

(A)9. People     milk to be rich, nourishing, and easily digested. 
(A) consider (B) are considered (C) is considered (D) considering 

(A)10.When water freezes in the cracks of rocks,     expands and causes the rocks to break apart. 
(A) it (B) but (C) then (D) and 

(D)11. In addition to pleasure,     excitement, challenge and relaxation. 
(A) the providing of games (B) games if providing (C) the game which provide  
(D) games provide 

(C)12. In 1852     one hundred piano makers in the New York alone. 
(A) were (B) had been (C) there were (D) being that there 

(C)13. The United States Congress made Washington, D.C     in 1800. 
(A) after the government center (B) of the government center (C) the center of the government  
(D) then the center of government 

(C)14. When two straight lines meet,     an angle. 
(A) it is formed (B) formed (C) they form (D) to form  

(A)15. The national defense budget has been made     so that people can have some idea of how their 
taxes are spent. 
(A) transparent (B) transparently (C) to be transparent (D) being transparent 

(A)16.Taipei     with university places for all its good students. 
(A) lacks (B) lacks of (C) is lack of (D) lacks with  

(B)17. The old temple uses students from our university     to show visitors the displays of its ancient 
architecture. 
(A) that act as a guide (B) who act as guides (C) whose act guides (D) which act as a guide 

(D)18. A majority of people in the United States can get all the calcium their bodies     form the food 
they eat. 
(A) to require (B) requires (C) requiring (D) require 

(C)19. Emily Dickinson’s garden was a place     great inspiration for her poems. 
(A) that she drew (B) by drawing her (C) form which she drew (D) drawn form which 
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(A)20. Nearly 3,000 alkaloids have been recorded,     are of plant origin. 
(A) most of which (B) in which (C) which most (D) all 

(B)21. Ozone, a dangerous pollutant in smog, can cause damage to     it touches. 
(A) which (B) what (C) that (D) them 

(C)22. Milk is a food     all baby mammals on Earth live on. 
(A) of which (B) in which  (C) that (D) in that 

(C)23. All     is a continuous supply of fuel oil. 
(A) what is needed (B) the thing needed (C) that is needed (D) for their needs 

(A)24.     began as the tinkering of two hackers in a suburban garage became the Apple Computer 
Company. 
(A) What (B) Whichever (C) Whether (D) This 

(B)25. One of the studies     such a phenomenon. 
(A) indicate (B) indicates (C) is indicated (D) are indicated 

(C)26. The shortage in the number of beds in public psychiatric wards     a problem caused by patients 
who should but can’t go home. 
(A) there is (B) there are  (C) is (D) are 

(A)27. The number of candidates for the position ______ large. 
(A) was (B) were (C) are (D) have been 

(D)28. In Taiwan much of TV-stars’ popularity ______because of television. 
(A) have been (B) are  (C) were (D) is  

(D)29. The three elements required in all photographic typesetting ______: a master character image, a light 
source, and a photo- or light-sensitive material. 
(A) is following (B) is the following (C) are as follow (D) are as follows 

(D)30. The chemical is heated at the second stage, ______. 
(A) as shows in Fig. 1 (B) as Fig. 1 show (C) as Fig. 1 showing (D) as shown in Fig. 1 

(D)31. Each state in the United States, ______, has two seats in the Senate. 
(A) large or small as it is (B) it is large or small (C) which is large or small  
(D) whether large or small 

(D)32. The primary danger of the television lies not so much in the behavior ______ as in the behavior that it 
prevents. 
(A) to produce (B) and it produces (C) as it produces (D) it produces  

(D)33. ______ rainfall in the desert is low, it is one of the most important climatic factors in the formation of 
desert erosion features. 
(A) Due to (B) Despite  (C) Why (D) Although 

(C)34. The early years of the United States government were characterized by a debate concerning     or 
individual states should have more power. 
(A) the federal government (B) that the federal government (C) whether the federal government 
(D) either the federal government  

(C)35. The National Museum is an uncommon development     it was financed by people from all over 
the country. 
(A) during that time (B) because of (C) in that (D) when  

(C)36.     no conclusive evidence exists, many experts believe that the wheel was invented only once and 
then diffused to the rest of the world. 
(A) Even  (B) But  (C) Although  (D) So 

(A)37. It is simple changes that can make the nomad’s life a little easier and richer, for example, 
improvements to existing wells would ensure a better supply of clean water, whereas ______. 
(A) complex resource projects that alter the fabric of the nomad’s life are actually destructive  
(B) there are many other equally good proposals 
(C) there are a number of more complex improvements which can also be made 
(D) the sinking of ambitious new wells would be much better 
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(D)38. If water enters a dolphin’s lung it drowns    . 
(A) as any human being would (B) as would any human being (C) as any human being as would 
(D) as would any human being as 

(D)39. Electric car eliminates pollution,     the limited power of the car’s battery is a big problem. 
(A) indeed (B) since (C) until (D) but  

(A)40. It may rain on Sunday. ______, we won’t go on a picnic. We’ll see a movie instead. 
(A) If so (B) If not (C) Even though (D) In addition 

(B)41. According to psychologists, a person’s attention is attracted     by the intensity of different signals 
as by their context significance and information content. 
(A) much not so  (B) not so much  (C) so not much  (D) so much not 

(C)42. Although the U.S. Air Force was not officially created until after the second World War,    . 
(A) but it existed under other names since the beginning of the century 
(B) it nevertheless exists under other names since the beginning of the century 
(C) it had existed under other names since the beginning of the century 
(D) yet had it existed under other names since the beginning of the century 

(C)43. Until the present century,     demand for natural gas. 
(A) little  (B) and little  (C) there was little  (D)was there little 

(A)44. Diana, who had met Elizabeth through AIDS charity work, was shocked to learn she     30 1bs. 
and could hardly walk. 
(A) lost  (B) had lost  (C) had been lost  (D)had been losing 

(C)45. Many people are interested in old things and events. Some of them enjoy reading about leaders from 
ancient history and others    . 
(A) like to buy antique expensive furniture  (B) like buying antique expensive furniture 
(C) like buying expensive antique furniture  (D) like to buy expensive antique furniture 

(A)46. It is reported that drug users are prone to moodiness, depression, and    . 
(A) irritability  (B) being irritable  (C) to irritate  (D) have irritated 

(C)47. The president knew not only what to say but also    . 
(A) he knows when to say it  (B) knowing when to say it  (C) when to say it   
(D) to know when to say it 

(D)48. Hanya Holm is a dancer, choreographer, and    . 
(A) dance that she teaches  (B) to teach dancing  (C) her teaching of dance  (D) dance teacher 

(B)49. Amoebas are     small to be seen without a microscope. 
(A) far too  (B) far and  (C) so far  (D) as far as 

(A)50. Speech consists not merely of sounds but     that follow various structural patterns. 
(A) of organized sound patterns  (B) organized sound patterns  (C) that sound patterns are organized 
(D) in organizing sound patterns 

(A)51. This book is expertly written and concentrates on developing the central issues involved rather than on  
   . 
(A) focusing on other issues  (B) being badly written  (C) being written by an amateur 
(D) dealing with irrelevant peripheral complexities 

(B)52. Making friends is more rewarding    . 
(A) than to be antisocial  (B) than being antisocial  (C) than it is to be antisocial   
(D) than to be like an antisocial person 

(A)53.     is as impossible as for an inexperienced man to build a bridge across a chasm obstructing his 
way. 
(A) For a spider to change the pattern of its web  (B) A spider’s changing the pattern of its web 
(C) A spider changing the pattern of its web  (D) That a spider changes the pattern of its web 

(A)54. Employers often require that candidates have not only a degree in computer engineering    . 
(A) but two years’ experience  (B) also two-years experience  (C) but also two years of experience 
(D) but more two years experience 
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(B)55. The natural resources of Kentucky include rich soils and mineral deposits,    , and plentiful plant 
and animal life. 
(A) forests thick  (B) thick forests  (C) thickly forested  (D) forested thickly 

(C)56. Paul    . 
(A) looked neither hurt or discouraged  (B) neither looked hurt nor discouraged 
(C) looked neither hurt nor discouraged  (D) neither looked hurt nor looked discouraged 

(C)57. We judge our friends both    . 
(A) by what they say and what they do  (B) both by what they say and do 
(C) by what they say and by what they do  (D) by what they say and by their doings 

(B)58. Green     have the power to make food from substances found in the air and soil. 
(A) only plants  (B) plants alone  (C) the only plants  (D) plants are alone 

(A)59. With the newly introduced technique, the company produced     computers in 2001 as the year 
before. 
(A) twice as many  (B) as twice many  (C) as many twice  (D) twice many as 

(A)60. The less popular a topic is, the more worthwhile    . 
(A) the research becomes  (B) becomes the research  (C) that the research becomes   
(D) that becomes the research 

(B)61. It is said that insects sense the coming of a storm     than people do. 
(A) easier  (B) sooner  (C) quicker  (D) faster 

(B)62.     in Stevenson’s landscapes, the more vitality and character the paintings seem to possess. 
(A) The brushwork is loose  (B) The looser the brushwork is  (C) The looser brushwork 
(D) The loose brushwork is 

(A)63. The     of the poisonous snakes is the diamond backed rattler, which reaches 8 feet 8 inches long. 
(A) bulkiest  (B) more bulkier  (C) most bulkiest  (D) most bulky 

(C)64. The harder they worked,    . 
(A) they seemed to do less  (B) they were doing less  (C) the less they seemed to do   
(D) they did less 

(C)65. I think that the labor bill will pass; it’s     that it will. 
(A) almost surely  (B) near positive  (C) very likely  (D) quite certainly 

(D)66. This house is very big and beautiful. I think the rent must be     as that one. 
(A) three times higher  (B) as many three times  (C) as three times more  (D) three times as much 

(A)67. When I returned home, I found the window open and something    . 
(A) stolen  (B) to steal  (C) stealing  (D) missed 

(A)68. The British sociologist Anthony Giddens,    , delivered a lecture on globalization in Taipei. 
(A)creator of the “Third Way” theory  (B) creating of the “Third Way” theory 
(C) being created on the “Third Way” theory  (D) to create of the “Third Way” theory 

(D)69. Father went to his doctor for     about his heart ailment. 
(A) an advice  (B) the advice  (C) advices  (D) advice 

(D)70. The flatter a hair appears under a microscope,     wavier it is. 
(A) although  (B) which  (C) and  (D) the 

(D)71. Annie Jump Cannon,     discovered so many stars that she was called “the census taker of the 
sky.” 
(A) a leading astronomer who  (B)who, as a leading astronomer  (C) was a leading astronomer   
(D) a leading astronomer 

(D)72. An Olympic marathon is 26 miles and 385 yards, approximately     from Marathon to Athens. 
(A) the distance is  (B) that the distance is  (C) is that the distance  (D) the distance 

(A)73. Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz,     of Radeliffe College, had worked as both an educator and a naturalist. 
(A) the first president  (B) was the first president  (C) she was the first president 
(D) which she was the first president 
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(B)74. New York, the Big Apple, is located on     coast of the United States. 
(A) Eastern  (B) the eastern  (C) the Eastern  (D) eastern 

(D)75. Squid and octopuses have    . 
(A) the very good eyesight  (B) a very good eyesight  (C) very good eyesight  
(D) very good eyesight 

(A)76. Because of     of Americans today, it is difficult for them to put down real roots. 
(A) the mobility  (B) the mobile  (C) mobility  (D) mobilizable 

(C)77. Excess sodium in the diet may lead to high blood pressure or hypertension,    . 
(A) is a disease affecting one out of four Americans 
(B) one in four Americans are affected by this disease 
(C) a disease affecting one in four Americans 
(D) it is a disease affecting one in four Americans 

(D)78. Lack of money means that the     of free clinics must be reduced. 
(A) amount  (B) quantity  (C) degree  (D) number 

(B)79. All of the people at the conference are    . 
(A) mathematic teachers  (B)mathematics teachers  (C) mathematics teacher 
(D) mathematic’s teachers 

(D)80.     influencing our idea of the perfect mate is our “lovemap”－a group of messages encoded in our 
brains－that describes our likes and dislikes. 
(A) The one most telling factors  (B) The most telling one factor  (C) The one of most telling factor 
(D) One of the most telling factors 

(D)81. Eric never goes to movies with us because he has     money. 
(A) a few  (B) so few  (C) a little  (D) so little 

(D)82. Historically,     chief material for making furniture has been wood, but metal and stone have also 
been used. 
(A) it is the  (B) that the  (C) there was a  (D) the 

(C)83. Watching a number of interesting films,    . 
(A) our visit was enjoyable  (B) the enjoyable visit was mine  (C) we enjoyed our visit 
(D) was our enjoyable experience 

(A)84. Harry Potter,    in 1998, was an immediate success. 
(A) published  (B) when it published  (C) was published  (D) that it published 

(C)85. The gas     is used primarily for home heating. 
(A) the western states being produced  (B) producing in the western states 
(C) produced in the western states  (D) the western states producing 

(D)86. Extracting the lead 204 from the rock sample,    . 
(A) the rock’s age can be determined  (B) the rock can be determined its age 
(C) the geochemist can let the rock’s age determine  (D) the geochemist can determine the rock’s age 

(D)87.    , the students placed their pencils on their desks and left the room. 
(A) Being finished the test  (B) All the test now being over  (C) Before the bell’s ringing 
(D) Having completed the test 

(B)88.    , the Grand Canyon is one of the most spectacular canyons in the world. 
(A)Location in the United States  (B) Located in the United States  (C) Founded in the United States 
(D) Placed in the United States 

(D)89. Written in great haste,    . 
(A) there are plenty of errors in the report  (B) Jim made a lot of mistakes in the report 
(C) we found several mistakes in his letter  (D) the book is full of errors 

(D)90. Asked if he could come to the party that night,    . 
(A) nobody said anything  (B) they did not get an answer form him 
(C) nothing was said by him  (D) John nodded his head and left the room 
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(C)91.     legally into codeine and morphine, the poppy provides us with a drug unsurpassed in treating 
extreme pain. 
(A) When it is processing  (B) By processing  (C) Processed  (D) Processing 

(D)92. Linda was reviewing her project,     over a pile of chemistry notes. 
(A) her head slightly lowered  (B) her head was slightly lowered  (C) her head being slightly lowered 
(D) her head slightly lowering 

(B)93. After making the final choices,     to the new Nobel laureates. 
(A) the committee members have sent telegrams  (B) the committee members send telegrams 
(C) telegrams are sent  (D) telegrams send 

(B)94. “   ,” said the reporter. 
(A) Limping away from the huddle, the sympathetic crowd cheered the injured quarterback 
(B) Limping away from the huddle, the quarterback was cheered by the sympathetic crowd 
(C) The injured quarterback limped away from the huddle, the crowd cheered him 
(D) Limping away from the crowd, the injured crowd was cheering the quarterback 

(D)95. Color and light,    , very powerfully influence the aesthetic impact of the interior of a building. 
(A) if taking together  (B) taking together  (C) have taken together  (D) taken together 

(D)96. New York opened its first elevated railway in 1879, and in 1897, Boston put the streetcars 
underground,     the first American subway. 
(A) complete  (B) completed  (C) has completed  (D) completing 

 


